
School Funding 101

How are schools supposed to be 
funded and why is Chesterfield so 

dramatically under-funded? 



“The Legislature shall provide for the
maintenance and support of a thorough
and efficient system of free public schools
for the instruction of all the children in the
State between the ages of five and eighteen
years.” – New Jersey State Constitution



School Funding Reform Act of 2008

The School Funding Reform Act (“SFRA”) is a 113 page
piece of legislation that created a weighted school
funding formula. It was declared constitutional by the
New Jersey Supreme Court in 2009. It is regarded as a
national model for school funding.



Adequacy 

– Fair Share 

= Equalization Aid



Adequacy
Adequacy is the cost to provide a THOROUGH AND EFFICIENT
EDUCATION in a specific district. Weights are given to students with
various needs. The formula starts with a Base Pupil Amount (BPA),
which considers a variety of factors including teachers’ salaries, cost
of supplies, and inflation.

One elementary school student is considered the base, and weights
are given for middle and high school students, “At Risk” students, and
“Limited English Proficient Students.”



Local Fair Share
The Local Fair Share is how much a district can afford to contribute
toward the adequacy budget. This number is calculated by entering a
town’s equalized value and Aggregate Income into a formula. This
formula changes from year to year.

The 2016-2017 formula is:

(Equalized Valuation x 0.013156218 + Aggregate Income x
0.046185507)/2



Equalization Aid
Theoretically, Equalization Aid is the difference between Adequacy
and Local Fair Share. In theory, the State would use the formulas as
described in the SFRA to calculate the Equalization Aid for each
individual district.

For example, in Chesterfield our Adequacy Budget is $11 million, our
local fair share is $6.9 million. In theory, our uncapped equalization
aid would be $4,2 million.



Reality
Unfortunately, the reality is not what is laid out in
theory in the SFRA. We are seeing the equation as:

Operating Budget 
- Tax Levy
=              State Aid 

For example, in Chesterfield our operating budget is
$9.7 million, our State aid is $419,983, so our local
cost share is $9.2 million.



Theory
Adequacy 

– Local Fair Share 
=  State Aid

$11 million 
– $6.9 million 
= $4.2 million 

Reality
Operating Budget 

– Local Tax Levy 
=  State Aid

$9.7 million 
– $9.3 million 
= $419,983

This is why it feels like you are being over taxed
and the school is still begging for money!



Why is this happening and 
how did we get here? 



Hold Harmless (or Adjustment) Aid – When the SFRA was passed in
2008, the Legislature found some districts would lose State aid as a
result. Adjustment aid was intended to hold districts harmless at pre-
SFRA state aid levels. The original intention was to decrease adjustment
aid over time. This did not happen.

Student Enrollment Cap (or Growth Cap) – Limits how much aid can
increase for a district in one year. This is problematic for two reasons.
First it is based on a percentage, not student enrollment. Second, no
one capped our growth so why do they cap our aid?



Chesterfield’s capped aid is amount is $419,983

Our uncapped aid amount is  $4,262,040

As you can see this is a dramatic difference!



This is not an urban vs. 
suburban issue. 



There is $550 million dollars in Adjustment Aid that is
going to 176 districts.

While Jersey City receives the largest portion of Adjustment
Aid, the other 175 districts cross all demographic and income
lines. Evesham and Lenape Regional receive close to $8
million dollars each. Manalapan-Englishtown, Hopatcong,
and Toms River Regional are all receiving large amounts of
Adjustment Aid.



“…we will increase education aid to every school district in the State.”
– Governor Christie – 2011 Budget Address

“Last year, my budget provided an increase for every school district in New Jersey. In the budget I
am putting before you today, I propose to increase school aid above last year’s level.”
– Governor Christie – 2012 Budget Address

“With this budget, 378 school districts will see funding increases and no district in New Jersey will 
experience a decline in K-12 formula school aid.”
– Governor Christie – 2013 Budget Address

“And we will ensure that every one of our nearly 600 school districts receives an increase.” 
– Governor Christie – 2014 Budget Address

“Under this plan, every single school district will have increased funding.” 
– Governor Christie – 2016 Budget Address



Plans Proposed Earlier This Year

Governor Christie – Each district would receive $6,599 per student. This would have
required the “thorough and efficient” clause in the State constitution to be
amended. The Governor petitioned the NJ Supreme Court and was denied.

Senate President Steve Sweeney – Run the SFRA without hold harmless aid and
State aid growth limit provisions to “provide full funding of the ‘School Funding
Reform Act of 2008’ over a five-year period, and to bring fair and equitable funding
to all school districts for enrollment growth over a multi-year period.”

New Jersey Assembly – Assembly Bill A-3929 would create a bi-partisan commission
to make recommendations on how to address funding inadequacies. The bill was
introduced by 5 Assembly members and was never even introduced into committee.



In his budget address last month, Governor Christie offered to work
with the leaders of the legislature on school funding.

“However, here is my one requirement to offering compromise. 100
days. We have 100 days to get this done. No phony task forces. No
blue ribbon commissions. No delays until next year. We get in a
room and you get this done with me, for the families of this State, in
the next 100 days. It took you 10 days to pass this failed formula in
2008. Let's take 100 days to pass one that is fair for all New Jersey
students in 2017.”

Now What?!?



“But please be assured that if we do not do this in
the next 100 days together, each branch will then
be left to its own authority and its own devices to
fix this problem on its own. I want to act with
you. But, if forced, I will act alone. But it will be
fixed before I leave this town.”

Or Else…



And Now It Is Time For Some Action!! 

- Contact Key Legislators

- Letter Writing Rally

- Twitter, Facebook, etc.

- Other Ideas? 

- Budget Committee Hearings


